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WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 

        CABINET – 7 SEPTEMBER 2021  
REPORT OF THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
 

Review of the Medium-Term Financial Strategy 
 

1 Executive Summary 

1.1 The Council’s Medium-Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 2021/22 – 2023/24 was 
approved by Cabinet in January 2021 and it was subsequently approved by Full 
Council in February 2021. This report summarises the review of the MTFS as the 
opening stage of the 2022/23 Budget Setting process. 

1.2 Since the MTFS was set, the council has closed its accounts for 2020/21, and due 
to additional government support the outturn position was healthier than previously 
anticipated within the General Fund, and also an improved position on the impact of 
business rates losses for 2020/21.  

1.3 Despite the pressures of the pandemic, the Council started 2021/22 in a strong 
financial position with general revenue reserves standing at £6.7m at the start of 
2020/21, which is a direct result of robust financial management and our excellent 
record in achieving efficiency savings. The last Peer Review report also commented 
positively on how the council has managed our finances and that the Council is in a 
strong financial position and has a proven track record of delivering savings. 

1.4 When the last MTFS was approved by Full Council, savings of £1.7m were required 
to close the budget gap in 2022/23 and at the time the Council needed to find another 
£0.6m of efficiency savings to close the indicative budget gap in 2023/24. 

1.5 The update to the MTFS has been increased by a further year to start to consider 
longer term sustainability, which supports the council in the longer term in line with 
the new Financial Management code.  

1.6 COVID-19 is continues to have a significant adverse effect on the economy, along 
with the council’s cost of services, and reductions in income. The ongoing scale of 
the impact on the economy and public finances resulting from COVID-19 in the 
medium-to long-term is unknown. 

1.7 The Council’s modernisation programme is well underway to ensure that we can 
deliver effective and efficient services that meet people’s needs within a sustainable 
budget. Several modernisation reviews are due to be completed by the end of the 
current financial year and cashable savings from the reviews will be built into the 
budget setting process going forward. 

1.8 The HRA also remains in a strong position with reserves at the start of 2021/22 
amounting to nearly £2.6m. In particular, our current assessment is that rent 
collection levels will not be materially impacted by COVID. 

1.9 The local government financial position remains unclear beyond the current year. In 
particular, the Spending Review covering 2022/23 – 2024/25 departmental 
expenditure limits will not be confirmed until the Autumn. Although the government 
announced in April that the fair funding review and the 75% business rates retention 
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system would no longer be implemented for 2021/22, it is unclear whether elements 
of the existing business rates retention system will change and the impact this would 
have on our income level. 

1.10 This report sets out the broad principles and objectives for setting the next Budget 
and also examining the key issues and pressures facing the Council in the medium 
term. It should be noted that the Council has been proactive in identifying savings 
required for future years and that the council’s modernisation agenda will play a 
central part to ensure our financial sustainability going forward. 

2 Recommendation(s) 

2.1 Cabinet is asked to note the contents of this report and to approve the principles to 
be adopted for the 2022/23 budget setting process as highlighted in section 3.3.6, in 
particular the 2022/23 budget setting process should focus on closing the indicative 
budget gap beyond next year. 

 

3 Explanation 

3.1 Financial Position (approved by Full Council in February 2021) 

3.1.1 The Medium-Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) approved by the Council in February 
2021 shows that the Council delivered nearly balanced budget for 2021/22 but that 
the Council had challenging savings targets to meet over the next two years. 

3.1.2 Table 1 below summarises the indicative budget gap in the MTFS agreed by Full 
Council in February 2021: 

 2021/22 

£’000 

2022/23 

£’000 

2023/24 

£’000 

    

Cost of Services* 13,056 13,137 13,451 

Other Income and Expenditure (12,836) (11,460) (11,204) 
    

Budget gap (single year) 220 1,677 570 

Budget gap (cumulative) 220 1,897 2,247 
 

* Cost of services assumes previous years savings target has been met 

 
3.2 Changes in Budget Assumptions since February 2021  

COVID-19 

3.2.1 Since the MTFS was last approved COVID-19 has continued to have an impact on 
the council’s finances. The council continues to face expenditure pressures in 
services such as leisure and homelessness. We are also faced with substantial 
income shortfall, although part of this would be covered by the government’s income 
guarantee for the first three months of the year. 

3.2.2 The have been no further government announcements on further pandemic support 
funding from the government, although the government does continue to collect data 
monthly to understand the impacts on local authorities.  

3.2.3 The quarter one monitoring for 2021/22 identified £2.0m of pressures for 2021/22 
associated to the pandemic, of which £300k will be met through the income guarantee 
grant, £610k from pandemic support grants which were to be set aside in earmarked 
reserves and a drawdown of £425k from the opening balance on the covid earmarked 
reserve.  This will leave a balance £665k to fund from the council’s general fund balances. 
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3.2.4 It is too early in the year to be able to determine how income streams are recovering, 
and whether they will return to pre-pandemic levels. The pandemic has impacted 
behaviours and the workplace, so there may be ongoing increases in domestic waste 
which would adversely impact on the income received from the county council. There 
may also be ongoing reductions to parking, for example in the form of reduced 
season tickets as many organisations are now looking to home working or hybrid 
working becoming the norm. 

3.2.5 The council closed its annual accounts for 2020/21 in May 2021, and there has been 
an improved position on the impact of business rates losses for 2020/21 than 
previously forecast. This is due to the government announcing it would implement 
legislation to prevent business rates valuation appeals associated with the pandemic 
and provided clarity on the business rates loss support scheme.  

3.2.6 This means the council had enough business rates and grant income to set aside to 
fund the deficit up to 31 March 2021. In turn this means the previously forecast £670k 
per annum to be funded from general fund balances is no longer required. However, 
the impact on business rates for 2021/22 remains uncertain, with liability being 
increased from July 2021 following a reduction to the reliefs offered by the 
government. 

3.2.7 In addition to these risks, there has been an impact on contractors on obtaining staff 
within certain fields. This will need to be closely monitored as this may put pressure 
on contractors or drive up costs on contract renewals.  

Spending Review (SR) 

3.2.8 The Government had previously stated its intention to hold a multi-year SR in 2020. 
In July 2020, it was confirmed that the next SR covering Government departments’ 
resource budgets for the years 2021/22 to 2023/24 would be announced in Autumn 
2020. However, the government later to the decision to implement a single year 
settlement, as a roll forward so there were no material changes. 

3.2.9 In recent months, MHCLG has signalled, although not confirmed, that it is unlikely 
that there will be a medium term settlement given the ongoing uncertainties, so a 
single year settlement is again likely.  

3.2.10 Given the state of the economy and the additional COVID-19 cost pressures faced 
by the Treasury, it is widely expected that this will have a severe impact on the level 
of local government funding in future years. 

Fair Funding Review (FFR) 

3.2.11 The Government has previously indicated their desire to review the funding baseline 
for local authorities and the fair funding review was due to be implemented in 
2021/22. 

3.2.12 In April 2020, the Secretary of State has announced that fair funding review will be 
delayed further due to COVID-19. Although not confirmed, recent discussions with 
MHCLG suggest this will be postponed for another year. 

3.2.13 Historically the government has taken the decision to negate negative revenue 
support grant on an annual basis. Based on discussions with MHCLG, it is not 
considered likely that they would implement this for 2022/23 given the impact it would 
have on councils at a time of already significant pressures. Therefore, there is no 
assumption in the MTFS for this reduction. 
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Reforming Business Rates Retention (RBRR) 

3.2.14 The Government has been consulting in the past few years on the reform of the 
business rates retention system and how the 75% business rates retention system 
should look like.  

3.2.15 The reform looked at a number of the key factors, such as the frequency at which 
the system should be ‘reset’, the level at which safety net is set, and the 
apportionment of income between preceptors. During 2019, it was announced that 
the reform of the business rates retention system would be deferred to 2021/22.  

3.2.16 However, the government announced that the 75% business rates retention system 
would not be implemented in 2021/22.  

3.2.17 Welwyn Hatfield is not currently in a Business Rates Pool and it is unclear whether 
there would be an opportunity to apply for business rates pooling scheme in 2022/23. 
The council has benefited from the pooling arrangements in the past, and if the 
opportunity arises to re-enter the pool, it may be advantageous to do so. A report will 
be presented later in the year on pooling. 

3.2.18 It should also be noted that the business rates baseline was also due to be reset in 
2022/23, at the time of writing this report, the government has not formally indicated 
whether this will go ahead. However it is unlikely, based on recent discussions with 
MHCLG, that this will be implemented for 2022/23. The MTFS includes assumptions 
that the reset will not take place until 2023/24. 

3.2.19 Welwyn Hatfield has experienced a relatively high business rates growth in the past 
few years, prior to COVID-19. It was expected that the business rates baseline would 
increase in the event of a reset, meaning that it will be harder to achieve a higher 
business rates growth in the future, other things being equal. This will mean that the 
amount of business rates retained locally is likely to be reduced should the baseline 
be revised upwards. 

New Homes Bonus Reform 

3.2.20 At the time of the 2021/22 local government finance settlement, the Government 
confirmed a one year continuation of the new homes bonus scheme, but with no 
legacy payments being associated to new allocations.  

3.2.21 In February 2021, the government published a consultation on the new homes 
bonus. The consultation covered a number of options for reforming the programme 
aiming provide an incentive which is more focused and targeted on ambitious 
housing delivery, that complements the reforms outlined in the government’s 
Planning White Paper, and dovetails with the wider financial mechanisms the 
government is putting in place, including the infrastructure levy and the Single 
Housing Infrastructure Fund. The outcome of this consultation is still awaited. 

3.2.22 The MTFS assumes the last year of legacy payments associated with prior years, 
and no further funding from 2023/24.  

Council Tax Referendum Limits 

3.2.23 The 2021/22 Council Tax Referendum Limits for district councils were set at the 
higher of £5 or 2%. It is unknown at this stage what the referendum limits would be 
for future years, but our MTFS currently assumes an annual 1.5% council tax 
increase for 2022/23 onwards. 
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Pay Award 

3.2.24 The council forms part of the National Joint Council (NJC) pay agreement. The pay 
award for the current year has not been settled yet and will remain an uncertain 
position until an agreement is reached nationally.  

3.2.25 The latest offer by employers for 2021/22 was 2.75% for the lowest band, 1.75% for 
other officers. The 2021/22 budget assumed a 2% pay award. Unions are seeking 
views from union members on this, with a recommendation to reject.   The MTFS 
assumes a 2.5% pay increase for future years. 

Housing Company 

3.2.26 The Housing Company commenced trading in December 2020. The MTFS includes 
assumptions on net interest income based on the last iteration of the Now Housing 
Business Plan. This is in the process of being updated, to feed into the budget setting 
process.  

Current Forecasts 

3.2.27 Based on the factors above the latest medium-term forecast has been updated and 
the revised position is shown below. It is important to note this does not include any 
ongoing impacts associated with the pandemic, such as lost income from parking.  

3.2.28 There are two key changes to the budget gap. The first being the slippage of the 
impact of the business rates reset, which has moved some of the savings 
requirement back one year from 2022/23 to 2023/24. The other key change is that a 
review has been undertaken on borrowing and borrowing costs in line with the 
slippage in the capital programme and future uncertainties around rates. Should 
rates continue to be as low as they currently are, this will reduce the budget gap in 
future, but is not something that can be relied upon with any certainty.  

 2021/22 

£’000 

2022/23 

£’000 

2023/24 

£’000 

2024/25 

£’000 
     

Cost of Services* 13,081 12,952 12,520 11,024 

Other Income and 
Expenditure 

(12,861) (12,228) (10,700) (10,913) 

     

Budget gap (single year) 220 724 1,820 111 

Budget gap (cumulative) 220 944 2,764 2,875 
 

  * Cost of services assumes previous years savings target has been met 
 

3.3 Options to Address the Budget Gap 

3.3.1 The Council’s financial strategy remains to support an affordable level of council tax 
by reducing costs, maximising income, sharing good practice, simplifying delivery 
processes and shrinking the Council’s administration cost. 

3.3.2 In light of the continued uncertainties and risks set out in section 3.2, consideration 
will be given to a range of options for services to deliver savings for the 2022/23 
budget setting process. 

3.3.3 The use of reserves will be considered as part of the budget setting process; 
however this will need to balance the need for a minimum reserve level that the 
Council must retain to meet any unanticipated costs arising in any given year, and 
ensure an adequate level of reserves is maintained for delivery of corporate aims 
and objectives. 
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3.3.4 We achieved a good outturn on the 2020/21 financial position, so are in a strong 
starting position as we move into the budget setting process.  

3.3.5 Notwithstanding the above, the Council has challenging targets to meet the savings 
required over the term of the MTFS, proposals will be worked through with member 
portfolio holders and Cabinet over the autumn months. 

3.3.6 In order to ensure progress can be made at the pace required to deliver the financial 
challenge, it is recommended that the 2022/23 budget setting process should adopt 
the following principles: 

 Review the Policy on Reserves and Balances to ensure that it supports the 
delivery of the corporate priorities, COVID recovery and the council’s 
modernisation agenda. 

 Budget growth (including one-offs growths) should be the last resort and they 
are primarily reserved for invest to save projects. 

 Frontline services will be protected wherever possible, but savings should be 
considered as part of modernisation reviews to make the services more 
efficient and effective for our residents 

 Services will need to find savings/income to fund budget pressures. 

 As in previous years, all the budget growth will be subject to approval by 
Cabinet. 

 Improve income generated through fees and charges following a review on 
the existing fees and charges policy. All (non-statutorily set) fees and charges 
will increase by a minimum of inflation except in exceptional circumstances 
(where there is a clear case for not doing so). 

 Expected savings from Modernisation Reviews as approved by the 
Modernisation Board will be removed from services budget and put forward 
as savings proposals. 

 Savings proposals must be submitted with a view to find ways to address the 
budget gap beyond 2022/23. 

3.4 Housing Revenue Account 

 

3.4.1 The budget and longer term forecasts were prepared on the basis of the following 
high level principles: 

 The Council will maintain existing stock to at least decent homes standard. 

 The Council will continue with its aim to maintain stock levels at around 9,000 
dwellings. 

 The Council will continue to develop new homes through its Affordable 
Housing Programme, to fully make use of the retained right to buy receipts 
available to it and replace those properties sold through Right to Buy. 

 The Council will continue to take a balanced approach to its level of Housing 
debt, borrowing to support development and ensuring some flexibility is 
maintained for any future legislative or policy changes. 

3.4.2 No material changes have been made to the current assumptions in the HRA 
forecast.  

3.4.3 There may be requirements to increase certain budgets within the HRA, both in 
capital and revenue, to ensure stock is adequately maintained. Any such increases 
will be considered as part of the budget setting process.  
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3.4.4 A summary of the forecasts for the HRA as approved by Full Council in February is 
shown in the Appendix 2. The HRA has a good track record in rent collection and 
despite the current challenging circumstances, the rent collection is not adversely 
impacted. 

3.4.5 However, it should be noted that some of the other non-rent income was impacted 
in 2020/21 due to COVID-19 although is now returning to normal.  

 

3.5 Capital Programme and Borrowing 

3.5.1 The Capital Programme has been structured to enable delivery of the Council's 
Business Plan and the HRA Business Plan over the medium to long term. 

3.5.2 The Programme includes all of the capital schemes within both the General Fund 
and the Housing Revenue for 2021/22 to 2025/26. 

3.5.3 Although there are some schemes expected to be re-phased from 2021/22, which 
are reported through the regular budget monitoring reports, it is not anticipated at 
this stage that this will impact on the Council’s finances over the five-year period, as 
the funding of the schemes will also be re-phased in line with project expenditure. 

3.5.4 There are risks around the cost of capital projects increasing, with shortages of some 
materials in the construction industry, and ongoing social distancing measure such 
as needing to increase welfare facilities and cleaning along with general inflationary 
increases in construction and goods. An example is in the rising cost of steel. Capital 
schemes are being closely monitored, and we are working closely with contractors 
to minimise these risks. 

3.5.5 During 2020, the Government consulted on borrowing activity, in particular, the 
introduction of restrictions for investment activity. They then introduced changes 
which restricted borrowing activity, although the council was unaffected as we have 
no capital projects which are wholly for investment returns. The Government also 
lowered borrowing rates following these changes, which the council is benefitting 
from. 

3.5.6 The majority of the Council’s borrowing requirement is generated through the 
Housing Revenue Account, which is continuing to see a moderated level of right to 
buy sales. In order to maximise the use of the receipts it can retain, the Council is 
committed to the continuation of the Affordable Housing Programme (AHP). This 
programme will create income generating assets, which will cover the cost of external 
borrowing. 

3.5.7 The Council will continue to borrow externally for the HRA to support the continuation 
of the AHP, and to refinance part of its current debt, but will take advantage of the 
historically low interest rates and minimise interest costs through utilising a mix of 
short and long-term borrowing in line with the Treasury Management Strategy. 

3.5.8 During 2021, as cash balances have decreased, the council took its first loan of 
£20m against the general fund capital financing requirement. The capital financing 
requirement at 31 March 2021 was £38.930m, and the remainder remains funded 
through internal borrowing. This loan was taken at a very low rate of 1.57% which 
has been locked in for 20 years. 

3.5.9 Current forecasts show the Capital Programme as affordable, but do highlight that 
the General Fund capital balances will be significantly reduced by the end of the 
programme. This will need to be considered in the longer term context, and will form 
part of the 2022/23 budget setting process. 
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3.6 Next Steps 
 

3.6.1 The Council’s budget setting process integrates service and financial planning into 
a single, seamless process and aims to ensure that resource allocation both reflects 
corporate priorities and is affordable. 
 

3.6.2 Over the autumn months, officers will be preparing assessments of their service that 
take into account the Council’s policies, priorities and performance, national policy, 
service and budget risks, and value for money. 

 
3.6.3 The resulting growth and savings options will include an assessment of their service 

and financial impact, achievability, sustainability and equalities impact. These 
options will be reported to Cabinet in January together with overall proposals for the 
Council’s budget. 

4 Risk Management Implications 

4.1 There continues to be a high level of uncertainty from a funding perspective. There 
are also the ongoing impacts from the pandemic which are still unknown. The 
Council has been prudent in its assumptions, basing forecasts on previous 
information and the most up to date information available. These uncertainties do 
however lead to a high level of risk that the savings requirement could be impacted 
by national announcements. 

5 Security & Terrorism Implications 

5.1 There are no security or terrorism implications arising from this report. 

6 Legal Implications 

6.1 The council has a legal duty to set a lawfully balanced budget. This paper provides 
a forward forecast of the budget gap at a point in time, that the council should meet 
to deliver a lawfully balanced budget.  

6.2 The MTFS sets out the framework for setting future budgets and levels of Council 
Tax. Members are reminded that the Council must take into account the advice of 
the Section 151 Officer on the robustness of the future budget proposals and the 
adequacy of reserves.  This advice will be presented to Council alongside the budget 
proposals in February 2022.  

7 Financial Implications 

7.1 The financial implications are set out in the body of the report. 

8 Procurement Implications 

8.1 There are no procurement implications arising from this report. 

9 Climate Change Implications 

9.1 There are no direct climate change implications to consider. 

10 Health and Wellbeing Implications 

10.1 There are no direct health and wellbeing implications to consider. 
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11 Link to Corporate Priorities 

11.1 The subject of this report directly linked to the delivery of all of the Council’s 
objectives. 

12 Human Resources Implications 

12.1 The subject of this report directly linked to the delivery of all of the Council’s 
objectives. 

13 Communications and Engagement 

13.1 Part of the 2022/23 budget communication and engagement plan includes engaging 
with opposition members early and the first budget seminar is scheduled to be 
delivered to all Members in September. A Task and Finish group will be created by 
the Overview and Scrutiny committee, which will meet monthly. Engagement with 
public and businesses will be put into place once more details about the budget 
proposals are available. 

14 Equality and Diversity 

14.1 An Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) has not been carried out in connection with the 
proposals as there are no equalities or diversities issues arising from the report. 

 
Name of author Richard Baker 
Title Head of Resources 
Date 7 August 2021 
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Appendix A – General Fund Medium Term Forecasts 
 

  2021/22 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 

 
 

Q1 
Forecast 

   

           

Employees 13,775  14,293 14,047  14,396  14,754  

Premises 3,426  3,406 3,479  3,549  3,620  

Transport 95  126 96  97  98  

Third Party Payments 13,815  13,987 14,091  14,373  14,660  

Transfer Payments 28,323  28,323 28,323  28,323  28,323  

Supplies and Services 4,998  6,079 4,838  4,937  5,037  

Income (46,195) (45,658) (46,443) (46,846) (47,232) 

Recharge to the HRA (5,156) (5,150) (5,259) (5,364) (5,471) 

Less cumulative savings 
requirement from prior year(s) 

   (220)  (944) (2,764) 

           

Net cost of Services 13,081  15,406 12,952  12,520  11,024  

           

Income from Council Tax (11,312) (11,312) (11,551) (11,839) (12,135) 

Business Rates Income (3,812) (3,812) (3,869) (2,950) (3,009) 

Plus/Less collection fund 
deficit/(surplus) 

670  670 670 670 0  

New Homes Bonus Grant (609) (609) (156) 0  0  

Lower Tier Funding & Other Grants (124) (124) 0  0  0  

Covid Support Funding (610) (910) 0  0  0  

Less Interest & Investment Income (30) (30) (30) (30) (30) 

Net Interest from Now Housing  (40) (40) (127) (210) (210) 

Plus capital financing costs - MRP, 
finance Leases and interest payable 

1,369  1,369 1,732  2,512  2,608  

Parish Precepts 1,787  1,787 1,788  1,832  1,878  

Contribution (from) / to Reserves 520  (847) (15) (15) (15) 

Contribution (from) / to Reserves for 
collection fund deficit 

(670) (670) (670) (670) 0 

           

Budget Gap - Single Year 220  878 724  1,820  111  

           

Budget Gap - Cumulative    944  2,764  2,875  

 
 

 

GF Reserve if gap not met 2021/22 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 

 
 

Q1 
Forecast 

   

           

Opening Balance 6,902 6,902 6,024  5,080 2,316  

Use (220) (878) (944) (2,764) (2,875) 

Closing Balance 6,682 6,024 5,080  2,316 (559)  
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Appendix B – Housing Revenue Account Medium Term Forecasts 
 

 


